Tuesday, March 22, ends
Sunday, March 31.

Willys-Knight Man Talks On Repairs

The members of Mr. Mackenzie's service department at Mr. Mickey's, 203 East Market Street, are giving some interesting pointers on the care of Willys Knight Monitors, just brought in for repairs, to the young men who work in the service department. Mr. Mackenzie brought out the point that they are the latest motors available, and that Mr. Mickey would not give the car back until it was repaired. Dr. Long of the Sales Department, Mr. Mackenzie's second vice-president, also told the students that they should never overlook the fact that the car would be in the shop until it was repaired.

Dr. Long, speaking of the new Willys-Knight Monitor, said that it was one of the best cars on the market, and that he was proud to have his name associated with it. He advised the students to take care of the car, and to give it the attention it deserved.
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**POLY CHATTER**

June Bug was a sophomore for a short time before she dropped out. She went to work for a short while, then returned to the Poly to finish up. At present, she is at work as a messenger for the U.S. Post Office.

Judy Nowicki, a graduate of Shandon and Estrella, took a five-week course in dressmaking in the Poly home economics department and has been working for a place in that department. She has been making a fine reputation for herself in this work and has been chosen as a model for the Poly Glee Club.

Beulah Norman, a graduate of the polytechnic high school, has been working for her B.A. at the University of California for the past two years. She has been working on a thesis on the subject of the effects of music on the emotions of the listener.

**POLY CRACKERS**
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**EDITORIAL**

**MUSIC: THE UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE**

We read in the Santa Maria High School Breeze, an article concerning the polytechnic high school, about the amount of space given over to the write-up, we naturally assume that the concert was considered an important event. The concert too, was another fine demonstration of the talent that there is in this county and against the students.

We give you the following as a guide to the concert:

1. The Poly Chorus
2. The Poly Band
3. The Poly Glee Club
4. The Poly Orchestra

**EDITORIAL STAFF**

It is approximately 12 inches high and

**REPORTER STAFF**

It will be well attended by both the townspeople and students.

**MECHANICAL STAFF**

Music will bring about something that athletic competition never can, a sense of brotherhood.
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We wish Corky Fry would hold a rumble-seat party.
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BEARD OVER THE PHONE

"Is this the right number?"
"No, sir, I'm J. H. Brown, number 11.
"Miss Atwood, is that you?"
"Yes, Mr. Brown."
"Where is the Polygram?"
"You'll find it on the other side of the street, Mr. Brown.
"Thank you."
Poly Circus Has First Rehearsal
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